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English sentence 

 
 

Is a group of words arranged in such 

away as to give meaning. 

These words are called p arts of speech. 
 
 
 
 

 

Nouns: can take these two forms 

S' plural 

S' possessive 

 
 

I bought a paper. (=a nespper-c0.) 

I bought some paper. material 

For 



 
 

Writing on- unco. 

There's a hair in my 

Soup.(=one single hair-co.) 

She has beautiful hair.(hair on her 

head) 

 
 

 
Some nouns are usually uncountable in 

English but often countable in other 

languages. 

 
 

 
Accommodation behavior 

furniture 



 
 

News scenery trouble advice bread 

Information permission traffic 

Weather baggage chaos 

Luggage progress travel work 

 
 

These nouns are uncountable, so (i) you 

cannot use a/an 

Before them; and (ii) they 

Cannot be plural 

 
 

A-We do not use "the" before noun 

when we mean something in general 



 
 

B-We say the…when we mean 

something in particular. 

C-The difference between "something 

in general" 

And 

"Something in particular" 

Is not always very clear 

 
 

An adjective describes noun. 

This is a nice car. 

This is a big house. 



 
 

An adverb describes a verb. 

He came quickly. 

He drives carefully. 

She speaks perfect English. 

She speaks English perfectly. 

He is a fast runner. 

He runs fast. 

He is hard worker. 

He works hard. 

-We use -"er" for comparison in short 

adj. &adv. 

 

After comparatives e use "than": 



 
 

Ali is taller than his brother. 

Layla works harder than most of her 

friends. 

Let us go by bus. It is cheaper. 

-We use more (not-er) long adj. and 

adv-ending in ly. 

The exam was more difficult than we expected. 

She walks more quickly than the others. 

 

 
-We use –"est" or most to form the 

superlative of adj. and adv. 

Summer is the longest season in Iraq. 

She is the most beautiful girl in the class. 



 
 

-most carefully 

Opinion  fact 

Clever young boy 

-a beautiful large old white Iraqi wooden boat. 

Big old color from made of 

Big blue eyes. 

Old Iraqi song. 

Large wooden table. 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

P.17 
 

 

 العلم والتكنلوجيا
 
 

Before you read: 

Try to answer the following questions; if you fail, the answers required can be 

found in the article that follows the questions: 

What is science? 

What is technology? 

What is physics? 

What is chemistry? 

What are the main differences between science and technology? 



 
 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Man is inquisitive. He therefore studies nature. This study offers him knowledge. He 

arranges this knowledge and calls them science. Thus science is systematic knowledge 

about nature. Examples of science are physics and chemistry. We apply physics and 

chemistry in order to increase our comforts. Electric light, good transport and well -built 

houses are our comforts. 

Physics gives us information about forces such as elec tricity and velocity. We apply 

these forces; when we generate electric light and build buses and trains. Chemistry tell us 

about materials —the composition of materials. We make bricks and cement to build 

houses. Therefore, those parts of science which help us to increase our comforts are 

called applied sciences. 

Applied science form the basis of engineering. Engineering involves the productive 

use of science and is therefore a technology. A physicist studies the force in nature; he is 

a scientist. He the n applies these forces to produce electricity and transport; he is a 

technologist. A chemist studies the elements in nature; he is a scientist. Then he applies 

his science and produces building materials, synthetics and medicines; he is technologist. 

Techn ology is, therefore, the productive use of the knowledge of energy, forces and 

materials. 

Science and technology complement each other. Science provides a body of 

knowledge, and technology is an instrument to use that knowledge. Science concerns 

natural objects and occurrences whereas technology concerns man - made products. 

Science breaks up the natural world; it is analytical. Technology arranges natural material 

in a different order; it is synthetical. 

GLOSSARY 

inquisitive (adj.) = wishing to find new t hing 

systematic (adj.) = in an order 

apply      (v.) = make use of 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

THE ANSWERS: 

I. PP.(18-19) 

 

1-d 2-a 3-c 4-c 5-d 6-a 7-c 

8-b  9-a  10-a  11-c  12-b 

PP. (19-20) 

1. He studies nature because he is inquisitive. 

2. Science is systematic knowledge about nature. 

3. Some sciences are physics &chemistry. 

4. We apply sciences in order to increase our comforts. 

5. Applied sciences form the basis of engineering. 

6. Technology is the productive use of science. 

7. Science & technology complement each other; because science provides a body of 

knowledge & technology is an instrument to use that knowledge. 

8. Physics provides information about forces. 

9. Chemistry provides information about materi als. 

10. Technology is synthetically because it arranges natural materials. Into different 

order. 

 
 

II. p. 20 

B. 

1. Man 

2. A technologist 

3. An applied physicist 

4. A physicist 

5. A chemist 

6. n applied chemist 



 
 

VOCABULARY PRACTICE 

II. P.21 
 
 
 

1.complement 2. organized 3. to increase 

4. materials 5. applied 6. produc ve 

7. composi on 8. apply 9. organizes 

10. forces 11. generate 12. knowledge 
 
 

 

STRUCTURE STUDY 

EX. A P.21 EX.B P.21 

1. tells 1.doesn't tell 

2. make 2.don't make 

3. applies 3. doesn't apply 

4. use 4. don't use 

5. observes 5. doesn't observe 

6. employ 6. don't employ 

 

 
EX. C P.21 

1. My father is technologist. He works with complex instruments. 

2. Zainab &Majed are technicians. They work in mechanical work shop 

3. Mustafa is biology lecturer. He works in University of Basrah. 

4. Riyadh is electrician. He works with electronic apparatus. 

5. Nadiya is laboratory assistant. She tests blood sample. 

6. Shaker is architect. He designs attractive houses. 



 
 
 

 

II RELATIVE CLAUSES P.22 

 

 
1. Man who finds knowledge organizes this knowledge & calls it sciences . 

2. Examples are physic &chemistry which we apply to improve our standards of living. 

3. Physics provides information about forces which we apply when e generate electric 

light. 

4. Chemistry provides knowledge about materials which we apply when we 

manufacture medicines. 

5. Applied science form the basis of engineering which involves the productive use of 

science. 



 
 

THE LANGUAGE OF MTHEMATICS 

 
 
 

Before you read 

Try to answer the following questions; if you fail, the answers required can be found in 

the article that follows the questions: 

 

 
1. In what way we can consider a mathematic as a language? 

2. What is arithmetic? 

3. What are the main groups of mathematical numbers? 

4. What are the main differences between ordinal &cardinal numbers? 

5. Read the following number aloud? 1/2 

,3/4 , 2 5/6 , 28.673 , 0.21031 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

COMPREHENSION 

 

 
I. PP. (30-31) 

 

(c) 1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (a) 5. (c) 6. (d) 7. (a) 8. (d) 9. 

(d) 10. 

 

 
II P. 31 

1. It is to as a language because we can use signs, symbols& numbers to convey 

the sense precisely. 

2. Population, student, labour, busses are countable numbers, while blood, water 

areas, diamentions are estimated numbers. 

3. A arithmetic is a branch of mathematic consist of the relations of 

numbers & the method of computing with them. 

4. The common arithme cal opera ons: addi on 4+5; subtrac on 17-6; mul plica 

on 7*8; division 27/3. 

5. Area is equal to length multiplied by breadth. 

6. They are compared to English sentences when we can interchange the words to 

get the same meaning. 

7. Other branches of mathematics are: 

Geometry, Algebra, Descriptive Geometry . 

8. They are called so because they show the order or position but not the value. 

9. 27, 45, 95 are two digit integer. 12354, 73215, 83172 are of a five digit integer. 

10. I can explained that if keep on trying to solve mathematical problems his brain will 

be capable of solving any other problems because he used to be operated & 

owned the tools needed. 



 
 

VOCABULARY PRACTICE 

 

 
EX. P.32 

1. Simultaneously 

2. probably widely 

3. Unfortunately 

4. apologetically 

5. frequently 

6. certainly 

7. scientifically 

8. clearly 

 

STRUCTURE STUY 

I. EX. P.33 
Complete the fooling & read aloud: 

1. 23-10=13 twenty three minus ten is thirteen 

2. 9+ 6=15 nine & six are fi een 

Or nine plus six is fifteen 

3. 3* 7=21 three mes 7 is twenty one 

4. 15/ 3= 5 fi een divided by three is five 

5. 7* 9=63 seven mes nine is sixty three 

6. 14+ 4=18 fourteen plus four is eighteen 

7. 22- 9=13 twenty two minus nine is thirteen 

8. 16/ 4= 4 sixteen divided by four is four 



 
 

III . p.33 Now read aloud : 

3 2/3 three &two third 4 

2/5 four &two fi h 1 4/5 

one &four fi h 10 1/4 

ten &a quarter 

6 3/4 six & three quarters 4 

3/10 four & three tenth 

 

IV. p.34 Now read aloud : 

16.791 sixteen point seven nine one 

0.428 nought point four two eight 

10.7 ten point seven 

0.999 nought point nine nine nine 

23.5 twenty three point five 

1.88 one point eight eight 

0.445 nought point four four five 

2.6666 two point six six six six 

 

EX. P.34 

1. We learn theory but perform experiments. 

2. We spend money but increase expenders. 

3. We swallow tablets but drink syrup. 

4. We increase production but lose energy. 

 

TRANSLATION 

 تلمجاالا ضبع في حتىو دةیدع ومعل في ضاأ دمتستخ رلجبوا سةدكالھن تیاضیارلل رىألخا روعلفا ان

 تیادبمو نألا دمتستخ لمجامیعا یةظرنو تألحتماالا یةظرن لمث قیقھدلا تلتخصاا ضبع كنوھ زلفلسفیھا

 .روبلحا في حتىو ربلتجاا متصمیو یةدألقتصاا ةطألنشا في دةیزامت



 
 

 

 
Before you read 

ENGINEERING DRAWING OFFICE 

 

Try to answer the following questions; if you fail, the answers required can b e found in 

the article that follows the questions: 

 
 

1. What do we call the language of engineers &Why? 

2. What are the min instruments used engineering drawing? 

3. What are the principles of good draftsmanship? 

4. Name the main persons working in drawing office? 

5. What are the set of drawings comprised of? 

6. What is the different between dyeline print & blue print? 
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COMPREHENSION 

 

I. PP.(37-38) 

C  1. C 2. A 3. A 4. B 5. B 6. D 7. A 8. C9. B 10. 
 
 

 

II P. ( 38) 

1. Engineering is considered as a language by drawings which is used to convey 

information &communicate ideas, designs &construction details to others. 

2. The two fundamentals methods of making an e ngineering drawings are free hand 

&with instruments. 

3. The role of draftsmen in drawing office is to make final drawings. 

4. T-square, setsquare, compass, pair of dividers are some of drawing 

instruments used by them. 

5. They must have it because they are working under the supervision of a civil designer 

who will check & approve the final work. 

6. No, it isn't .It has been replaced by dyeline. 

7. Clint call at consulting engineer's office to discuss the work directly with him &to 

obtain his approval for any change in p olicy ,then he provided with sets of drawings. 

8. The principles of good draftsmanship are correct choice &use of instruments, 

layout &clarity of views, neatness &legibility of prints. 

9. Tracers employed in some drawing offices to trace in ink the drawings made in 

pencil by the draftsmen or designer. 

10. A highly qualified civil engineer is normally in charge of a drawing office .His chief 

responsibilities is to make designs; check &approve the final drawings made by 

draftsmen. 



 
 

iii pp. (38-39) 

1. R. No, it isn't a pencil; it is a ruling pen. 

2. R. No, it isn't a pair of dividers; it is a compass. 

3. R. No, it isn't a straight line; it is a curve R. 

4. R. No, it isn't a protractor; it is a scale. 

5. R. No, it isn't a T-square; it is The letter a set square 

6. R. No, it isn't a setsquare. It is a protractor. 

7. R. No, it isn't a vertical line; it is a diagonal line. 

8. R. No, it isn't a slide rule; it is a T -square. 

9. R. No, it isn't the addition sign; it is division sign. 

 

VOCABULARY PRACTICE 

I. p. 40 

1- The letter M has two vertical lines &to diagonal lines. It also has three angles. 

2- The letter B has one vertical line &two curve lines. 3- The 

letter C has one curve line. 

4- The letter H has two vertical lines &one horizontal line. It also has four 

angles. 

5- The letter Z has two horizontal lines &one diagonal line. 

6- The letter L has one vertical line &one horizontal line. It also has one angle. 



 
 

iii. p. 41 Find in the passage words that give nearly the same meanings: 

1. Concisely 

2. slower than 

3. erasers 

4. life time 

5. straight 

6. edge 

7. select 

8. finally 

9. approve 

10.consult 

11.completed 

12.in many countries 

13.obtain 

14.collectively 

 

iv p.41 

 

 
1. Stupidity 2. Safely 3. Simplicity 4. Certainty 5.clarity 

6. ability 7. Legibility 8 . complexity 

 

 
DEFINITIONS P.43 

1. A compass is an instrument which is used to draw circles and curved lines. 

A compass is an instrument which is used for drawing circles and curved 

lines. 

A compass is an instrument which draws circles and curved lines 



 
 

3. A French curve is an instrument which is used to draw irregular curves. 

A French curve is an instrument which is used o for drawing irregular curves. 

. A French curve is an instrument which draws irregular curves. 

 

 
Iii p. 44 

 

 
1-is measured  2-composes 3- apply  4- are drawn 5-is filled 

6-are milked 7-causes 8- use  9-a rct 10- are showed 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

CONCRETE 

Before you read: 
 

Try to answer the following questions; if you fail, the answers required can be 

found in the article that follows the questions: 

 

 
1. When was Portland cement invented? 

2. What are the uses of cement? 

3. What are the uses of concrete? 

4. What are the main components of concrete? 

5. What are the main specifications of aggregates? 

6. On what does concrete strength depend on? 

7. How can w keep concrete moist and at favorable temperature? 

8. Why should we reinforce concrete? 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

COMPREHENSION 

I .P.65 

1. The four things that are used to make concrete are :gravel ; sand ; cement &water 

2. The ar ficial Portland cement is invented in the early 19 th.Century 

3. The main difference between fine &coarse aggregates is that fine aggregates have 

grains sizes smaller than 1/4 inch. 

4. The selec on of aggregates is a ma er of importance since they make up 60 - 80% of 

the total volume of concrete. 

5. The two kinds of cement men oned in the passage are natural &ar ficial cement. 

6. Cement paste grips the sand &gravel together into a rocklike material. 

7. It is used for the construc on of road; airfields; buildings; water- retaining structures 

& docks. 

 

 
II PP.(65-66) 

1. ratio 

2. chemical sand & water 

3. an indefinite 

4. strength 

5. a rocklike 

6. together 

7. moist hardening 

8. tensile 

9. forces 

10. interaction steel concrete 



 
 

III p.66 

 

 
1. The two main components of concrete are cement paste & aggregates. 

2. The strength of concrete depends on the quality of the stones & sand 

(aggregates) in the mixture, the amount of cement used, the quality of the cement 

paste &on the age of concrete. 

3. Excessive evaporation of water from newly placed concrete can retard the cement 

hydration process at an early age. 

4. The ra o 1:1:2 is advised for very strong columns &large span bridges. 

5. It becomes necessary for the engineer to check his calculations to ensure that the 

bond strength between concrete & steel is sufficient to prevent steel from pulling 

out. 

 
 

 

Vocabulary practice 

 

II P.65 

 

 
1. ar ficial 2.light weight 3.coarse 4.suitable 5. by no means 

6. Indefinite 7. ghtly 8. Stop 9.sufficient 10. Build 

 
 
 
 

II p. 67 Choose the correct word: 

 

 
1. width 2. effect 3. make certain 4. variety 5. ar ficial 6.failure 

----responsibility 7.provided that 



 
 

STRUCTURAL STUDY 

I . p.68 

Allow, Permit, Enable 

1. Technical institutes enable student to become technicians . 

2. A microscope enables scientists to examine very small objects. 

3. Freezers allow people to keep things cold. 

4. A laboratory enables the students to perform experiments 

5. The government permits technicians &engineers to work in Industry. 

6. A computer allows us to work out complex problem. 

III p.69 The passive 
 

1. Their duties are being performed according to the instruction. 

2. Electrical appliances are repaired. 

3. Ar ficial Portland cement was invented in the early 19th. Century. 

4. The students will be asked to submit reports. 

5. The same technique ought to be followed. 

6. Mathematic is called the language of science. 

7. Drying of concrete should be prevented. 

8. Water is used for bathing, washing dishes &clothes &for many other 

domestic purposes. 



 
 

SURVYING 

 

 
Before you read 

Try to answer the following questions; if you fail, the answers required can be found in 

the article that follows the questions: 

 

 
1. What do we mean by surveying? 

2. What do surveyors measure during surveying? 

3. How many kinds are their? 

4. What are the instruments used in surveying &what are the functions of each of them? 

5. When &where do we need surveying? 

6. What do we mean by a Geological survey & why should civil engineers make them? 



 

 

 



 

 



 
 



 



 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

COPREHENSION 

 

I pp. (73-74) 

 

 
(F) 1. A geode c surveying takes into account the curvature of the earth. 

(F) 2.The men ho hold the steel tape during survey re usually called 

chainmen. 

(T) 3. 

(F) 4. Surveyors measure the distances between eleva ons in a Horizontal 

plane. 

(F) 5. Both a magne c compass & theodolite measure angles the later is more 

accurate than the former. 

(F) 6. Granite And limestone are to kinds of rock. 

(T) 7. 

(T) 8. 

(F) 9. A gravimeter is the device that measures the earth's gravita onal pull. 

(T) 10. 



 
 

II p.74 

 

 
1. Surveying means measuring-& recording by means of maps –the earth surface 

with the greatest degree of accuracy. 

2. A plane survey is made for measuring distances, elevations, boundaries, direction, 

angles &any other characteristics of the site before starting any project, then to 

tra nsmit the plan of any project to the site & during the construc on of the project. 

It can cover an area of about 20 square kilometer. 

3. A steel tape can be sufficient for a survey for an area of land without hills or 

many buildings. 

4. It is necessary to take temperature readings when a steel tape is used because 

the indicated length of a steel tape is, in fact accurate only at a temperature of 20 

degree cen grade, so to correct distances readings due to steel expansion 0r 

contrac on we must have temperatur e readings. 

5. A level is a kind of telescope used for determining heights or elevations. It is 

provided with bauble level because when the bauble is centered in the 

containing tube the device will be leveled. 

6. Surveyors' measure distances between elevations i n a horizontal plane. 

7. Surveyor's measuring distances on aslop by applying a procedure called 

"BREAKING CHAIN". 

8. Sea level is determined in a given area after taking average of tides over a definite 

period. 

9. A level rod is a rod marked off to show units of measure in large clear numbers, 

the spaces between the marks are alternately black &white in order to increase 

visibility. The surveyor sight the level rod through the telescope. The number 

that surveyor read is the vertical elevation. 

10. A magnetometer is a geological survey device used to measure the strength 

of the earth's magnetic field. 



 
 

III pp. (74-75) 

 

 
1-(e) 2-(k) 3-(g) 4-(j) 5-© 6-(i) 7-(h) 8-(b) 

9-(a) 10-(f) 11-(d) 

 
 
 

 

VOCABULARY PRACTICE 

 

 
I pp. (75-76) 

 

 
Comparable avoidable dependable 

Reasonable variable 

Sensible valuable 

Considerable breakable 

 

 
III p.76 

 
 
 
 

1. Within any  

2. into 3.Properly 4. measuring 5. between 

6.less 7. of 8. How high 9. accurately 
 

10-magnetism closely 



 
 

STRUCTURE STUDY 

 

I p. 77 

 

 
1. Distances are measured by means of a steel tape. 

Distances can be measured by means of a steel tape. 

Distances may be measured by means of a steel tape. 

 

 
Distances are measured by using a steel tape. 

Distances can be measured by using a steel tape. 

Distances may be measured by using a steel tape. 

 

Distances are measured with a steel tape. 

Distances can be measured with a steel tape. 

Distances may be measured with a steel tape. 

 

2. Angles are measured by means of a theodolite. Angles 

can be measured by means of a theodolite. Angles may 

be measured by means of a theodolite. 

 

Angles are measured by using of a theodolite. Angles 

can be measured by using of a theodolite. 



 
 

Angles may be measured by using of a theodolite. 

 

 
Angles are measured with of a theodolite. 

Angles can be measured with of a theodolite. 

Angles may be measured with of a theodolite. 

 
 

 
II p. 77 

 

 
How are distances measured? 

How are distant objects viewed? 

How are heights or elevations determined? How 

is earth's gravitational pull measured? How are 

small object viewed? 

How are substances weighted? 

How is earth's magnetic field measured? How 

are circles &curved lines drawn? 

How are vibrations within the earth measured? 



 
 

EX. P.79 

 

 
Long length 

wide width 

broad breadth 

high height 

thick thickness 

deep depth 

 
 
 
 
 

EX. P.81 

 

 
1. Steel rod is 12 meters long. 

Steel rod is 12 meters length. 

Steel rod has a length of 12 meters. The 

length of steel rod is 12 meters. 

 
 

 
2. Steel plate has an area of eight square meters. Steel 

plate is eight square meters. 

The area of steel plate is eight square meters. 



 
 
 

 

3. The electricity pylon is twenty five meters high. 

The electricity pylon is twenty five meters in height. The 

electricity pylon has a height of twenty five meters. The height 

of electricity pylon is twenty five meters. 

 
 

 
4. The concrete block has a volume 7500 cubic cen meters. The 

concrete block is 7500 cubic centimeters in volume. 

The volume of concrete block is 7500 cubic cen meters. 

 
 
 
 

5. I beam is forty centimeters high. 

I beam is forty centimeters in height. 

I beam has a height of forty centimeters. The 

height of I beam is forty centimeters. 

 
 

 
6. The foot ball has an area of 8400 square meters. The 

foot ball field is 8400 square meters. 

The area of foot ball field is 8400 square meters. 



 
 

7. The lake is one km. wide& 300 m. deep. 

The lake is one km. in width &300 m. in depth. The lake 

has a width of one km. &300 m. depth. The width of lake 

is one km. &its depth is 300 m. 

 
 

 
8. The circle has n area of 201 square cen meters. The 

circle is 201 square cen meters. 

The area of the circle is 201 square cen meters. 

 

 
OR 

The circle has a diameter of 16 cen meters. The 

circle is 16 cen meters in a diameter. 

The diameter of a circle is 16 cen meters. 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

ALABORATORY REPORT WRITING 

Report writing is a specialized form of written communication .communication is the 

transmission or ideas from one mind to other minds. Like any other type of communica on, 

report should have (1) specific purposes and (2) specific readers. It should be carefully 

planned and constructed to fit both purposes. 

A report is a document in which a given problem is examined for the purpose of conveying 

information and ideas accurately and efficiently. To reach this end the report should be: 

1. as clear as possible 

2. as brief as possible 

3. as easy as to understand as possible 

4. as accurate as possible. 

Clarity, brevity, simplicity and accuracy are the principles of good technical writing. If at 

the same time; the report can be made striking and well -presented, all well and good 

There are different kinds of reports. The most preliminary kind a student is trained to 

write is the laboratory report .Such a report serves as an evidence of the work he has 

performed in the classroom. It is, at the same time, the essential record of that work; it 

affords him the opportunity to study the elements at his leisure or at a suitable moment. 

Furthermore, laboratory report prepares a student for writing the report that might be 

demanded of him latter while he is working in industry or in a research laboratory. 

A technical student must use his knowledge and his ability of English in order to be 

accurate in his technical writing. However, before he starts writing a 

report, a student should ask himself those questions: 



 

 

Can I observe? 

Can I think about what I have observed? 

Can I draw the right conclusion from my thinking? 

Only if he can do these things will he be able to record and describe his 

observations and conclusions accurately. A technical student must have the power to 

observe, to thing and to reason for himself. A conclusion that based on opinion or guess is 

of no value in science or in technology. 

The laboratory report presents the observed information in an organized form under 

different headings for quick reference and logical thinking. It normally gives the object of the 

experiment, the equipment which is used, the procedure which is followed, the results 

which are obtained, and the conclusions. 

GLOSSARY 
 

Specific (adj.) = certain صخا نمعی أو   

document (n.) = something written or printed that gives information and can be 
used as evidence. ثیقھو  

efficiently (adv.) = with the ability to produce result ورهبص فعالھ  

brief (adj.) = short زجوم  

principle (n.) = a general rule دهقاع  

preliminary (adj.) =coming at first ديتمھی  

evidence (n.) =proof للید  

essential (adj.) =necessary روريض  

afford (v.) =give يطیع  

element (n.)  = a necessary feature    صفھ 

leisure (n.) = time when one is free from work راغف تقو   

guess (n.)= an opinion made without having much knowledge  نتخمی  

procedure (n.) = the way of performing an action   راءجأ  



 



 

 

 



 

 

 


